Can you spot …

• The bee drinking water?
• The three butterflies on the Canadian flag?
• Three butterflies on the Canadian flag?
• The three butterflies on the Canadian flag?

**Native species are found across Canada.**

*These bees are among the first to become active in spring and look for early blooming plants like red maple. Don’t worry if you notice these types of pollinators found in Canada?

*Native species are found across Canada.**

*Often mistaken for hummingbirds, these neat moths pollinate a variety of flowers, like the Canada lily. These small creatures have a unique tongue structure. This secretion helps protect the developing bees from fungal disease and acts as a waterproof barrier.**

*Polyester bees line their nests with a cellophane-like secretion using mud or chewed leaves.**

*Native species are found across Canada.*

*The sev- eral types of pollinators found in Canada?*